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 On January 11, 2022, the Palm Harbor Fire Rescue (PHFR)

Honor Guard was honored to present the colors at the

opening ceremony for this year's legislative session. The

members traveled out to Tallahassee on the previous day

to practice and prepare for this event, and the members

represented the Palm Harbor community very well. Thank

you to Representative Chris Sprowls for inviting the PHFR

honor guard to participate in the ceremony. The members

who participated were Kyle Drozdowski, Chris Eisenhardt,

Luca Petrone, Chris Zipeto, and David Hoekstra. Also, we

would like to thank Florida's Chief Financial Officer, Jimmy

Patronis, for taking the time to recognize our honor guard,

Palm Harbor Fire Rescue, and for sharing this incredible

photo with our department.
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As we close the door on 2021 and move into 2022, I  am

enthusiastic about our future. The last two years have felt like

the movie groundhog day but I  am optimistic that 2022 will be

an exciting and productive year. We have several initiatives

planned that will help us grow as an organization. One of our

goals is to resurrect our FDC newsletter and be consistent

with the editions. Moving forward, we will produce the

newsletter bi-monthly, and PIO Liz Graham will take over the

duties of organizing and editing. The newsletter is open to all

members and I want to encourage everyone to send in articles

that can be shared with the rest of our team.

We started the new year off by participating in the opening

ceremony of the Florida Legislature. Our Honor Guard

traveled to Tallahassee to present the colors and kickoff the

House of Representatives session. I  want to thank the team

for doing an outstanding job and representing the department

with excellence.

We hope to have the Fire Prevention Officer position filled by

the end of January. This is a position that has been vacant

since the recession of 2008. Reestablishing this position is

vital in several ways. One, it provides the necessary staffing to

establish a proper Community Risk Reduction (CRR) program.

The CRR program is essential as we move towards becoming

accredited with the Center for Public Safety Excellence

(CPSE). Most importantly, this position will become a starting

point for succession planning moving forward.

We have discussed in the past how many of the staff members

will be retiring in a few years. This year we will make a

concerted effort to focus on succession planning. Now is this

time to identify and train the next generation of leaders. We

must be deliberate in this process by providing the tools

necessary to be successful in the future.

FROM THE DESK OF
THE FIRE CHIEF
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Another important goal for this year is to complete the

necessary steps to apply for accreditation in January of

2023. The process is very demanding and will require

the help of all our members. This will also create

opportunities for members to get more involved in the

organization and learn more about the department.

Please let me know if you would like to be a part of this

process.

In closing, I  want to remind everyone that January is

Firefighter Cancer awareness month. The IAFF recently

reported that 75% of all firefighters added to the Fallen

Firefighter Memorial in Colorada Springs from 2015 to

2020 were from occupational cancer. This is a stark

reminder of how important the proper use and

decontamination of PPE is to our safety. We have the

tools to redirect this trend but it is up to each of us to

make it happen.

Be Safe! 

  S c o t t  San f o r d 
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Hazmat Operations  
by: Firefighter Luca Petrone

In early January, PHFR hosted a 40 HR Drone Pilot program to

certify members and  comply with FAA rules 107 part A. Our

team was involved in several  activities including a classroom

portion and a hands on training portion required to successfully

complete the course. The FAA 107 part A also required

individuals to pass an aviation test. After passing this rigorous

test, the member can then become a drone pilot for the Hazmat

Team.

As a member of the Countywide HazMat Team, PHFR  responds

to a variety of hazardous materials calls ranging from a basic

gas leak to radiological emergencies and also large anhydrous

ammonia leaks.  Members of the HazMat team are 

 Firefighter/EMT and Firefighter/Paramedic certified and

employed throughout various Pinellas County Fire Departments.

The Pinellas County HazMat Response Team (PCHMRT) responds

annually to approximately 3500 hazardous materials calls. The

use of small, unmanned aircraft (sUAS, drones) has become

increasingly popular in the world of HazMat for many reasons. 

 The first and most important factor is the safety of the

personnel responding to the emergencies and the safety and

well-being of the residents of Pinellas County. With the

implementation of this program, we may save the lives of 

 citizens and keep our first responders safer. 

This program began when Operations Chief Malpass, took an

early interest and was one of first individuals to propose using a

drone program in our fire department. The success of starting

this program from the beginning stages to completion was a

department wide effort. 

In addition to Haz-Mat incidents, the drone can be

used for water rescues, search and rescues, and also

structure fires. The drone will be available to  agencies

in North Pinellas County and can be requested during

any emergency situation. Thank you to all the 

 members that participated in the drone pilot

program!

Bottom Row:  LT Quinn,PCSO Klein
Middle Row:  FF/PM Bittner, LT Brown

Back Row:  FF/PM Ross, Instructor LT Fodor, 
Instructor FF/PM Petrone, FF/PM J Barker

Standing:  LT Charles
Not Pictured:  FF/PM Picket
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Communication is one of the daily struggles within most organizations.

Palm Harbor Fire Rescue (PHFR) is not free from this problem and we

are always looking for new methods to improve the way we

communicate organizationally. After many discussions, we decided to

seek help to learn new techniques to make us more effective.  

Recently, the staff at PHFR began working with a consultant who

introduced us to the book called, "Traction" written by Gino Wickman.

The goal is to learn creative methods to improve the information

sharing ability at staff meetings and make them more effective

resulting in better communication throughout the organization. 

The consultant has been working with the PHFR staff and teaching our

members the importance of daily meetings that should take no longer

than fifteen minutes. During the daily sessions, each member is asked

to share three things: good news (personal or professional), a goal for

the day, and a goal for the week. The purpose of these daily meetings is

to provide greater focus and accountability since each member must

report on their progress during the next day's session.  

So, if you happen to walk by the Fire Chief's office around 0815 each

day, you may hear us sharing a round of good news, so feel free to join.  

  Chief Breuer

Gaining Traction
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Greetings from the Training Division!

 
Hope you all had a wonderful Healthy and Happy Holiday Season. Now

that we are getting back to the normal swing of things, I  wanted to

briefly touch base regarding what is happening in the training realm. By

the time you are reading this we should be concluding our annual air

consumption drill for the month of January. We are now moving

forward with February’s training which will consist of RIT operations

over at the Oldsmar warehouse where we trained on RIT operations last

year. 

The North County Training Cadre has recently met and revamped the

layout inside the building including adding some additional props that

will provide some challenges to build upon what we did last year. Also,

this year will have an additional focus on the “proactive” RIT mindset.

We will focus not only on interior operations but also the myriad of

things that need to be addressed on the exterior of the building.

Another item we are adding to this year’s training will be a quarterly

leadership program for officers and acting officers. This quarterly

training will cultivate and challenge and these individuals in the realms

of interpersonal dynamics, various administrative issues, scene size

ups, and tactical scenarios.

 The end goal of this training is to standardize the above-mentioned

processes to bring uniformity and clarity to how we operate across all

three shifts as well as bringing some continued education to our officer

and acting officer members. The goal will be to initiate the training

during the month of March. Until next time…….

  Chief  Haynes
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As most of you are aware, the Philips MRx Cardiac Monitor

that is currently used in our County is coming to the end of

its life.  Therefore, it was necessary for Pinellas County EMS

and Fire Administration to put together a committee to

evaluate the current monitors being produced worldwide for

replacement.  

This committee was composed of field clinicians, EMS

Chief’s, Medical Director and county employees.  After an

extensive evaluation, the committee elected to recommend

the Philips Tempus Pro to Pinellas County Officials. The

Philips Tempus Monitor is actually two devices; the Tempus

Pro is the ECG monitoring machine that will perform NIBP,

SPO2, ETCO2, etc; the Tempus LS is the second device that

will handle all the defibrillation, cardioversion, pacing etc.  

Having two devices to work with is going to be a change for

all clinicians, but I  am certain through training we will

overcome this challenge.  We are currently evaluating where

to keep the LS device, one thought is putting it in the airway

bag (storing it on the back of the Tempus Pro is not a good

option due to a camera and ecg printer being in this

location).  

 

 The Philips Tempus Monitor

There will be much more information to come over the

next few months, but here are some features this

monitor has:  Lightweight and rugged with an IP66

rating which means you cannot submerge it under

water, but it will withstand water better than the MRx. 

 Defibrillation pads will plug directly into the LS, no

therapy cable required.  There will be a CPR puck

utilized as well.  There is an option for video

laryngoscopy and ultrasound, currently the county is

not purchasing this added component.  

 The timeline for delivery of these new devices is not

known due to the transportation issues we are

experiencing, but we are hopeful for late spring early

summer.  There will be on on-line CME that will start

your education on this device and prior to

implementation we will have a mandatory in person

hands on class.  There will be much more to come over

the next few months, however, if you have any

questions, please contact me.

Thanks,

Doug
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2021 TOP PHOTOS ON SOCIAL MEDIA



As we enter into another year, public education has hit the ground running making

up for lost time. With all of the previous Covid restraints, we were not able to offer

our programs in the public schools and had minimal face time with the private

schools and preschools. Thankfully, we are starting back to normal operations and

our first program of the year Celebrate, Literacy Week, Florida!,  had myself and

Station 66 crews "Reading Under the Stars", at Elisa Nelson Elementary School. A

few members also sent in photos of their children reading and those were added

into our social media campaign. 

It's difficult to realize that its been almost three years of unconventional schooling

that our students have had to adapt to.  The unfamiliar restrictions, mask wearing,

at home learning, teacher absences, nose swabs, social distancing and teachers

resigning in droves can and has negatively effected our students behavior and

learning.  I  recently came across this chart and thought those of you who have

school aged children may reflect on actually how long our children have had to

cope with all the changes surrounding their little world. Personally, my 9th

graders last normal year was in the 6th grade! That's quite a gap of routine school

activities and friendships she's missed out on. 

Now more than ever, our participation in school functions and community events

is vital to changing risky behaviors and is necessary to bring back a sense of

normalcy to our community. Without realizing it, your presence at these public

education programs brings the community a sense of calm and safety. Exactly

what they need, what the children need, to get back to a sense of a normalcy.

So thank you, for putting a smile on your face after a long day of training, missing

meals and sitting on a tiny fire truck carpet to read stories of, "The Grumpy

Monkey" and "Firetruck Dreams", to a group of elementary students. While you

focus on reading, I  see them hang on every word, watch the parents stop and 

 smile and see our community getting back a little closer where we should be. 

   Stay Safe, 

       Liz

FIRE & LIFE SAFETY EDUCATION

by: Elizabeth Graham

2/6-2/12 National Burn Awareness Week

2/10 Community Center Senior Health Fair

February is Heart Healthy Month so keep

an eye out for our community CPR table

displays

Car Seats: PHFR has reduced ($20)

carseats for families in need, contact me if

you come across someone. 

March 23rd -Ruby's 4th Birthday 

Department Calendar- Note new and daily

upcoming events on the calendar as we

get back into the swing of things.

Upcoming Events and Information: 
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More Than Just Reading a Book
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New Trends, New Hazards 
When driving around Palm Harbor it is not hard to recognize a new trend among the

traffic of motor vehicles. The trend is a significant increase in (LSV) low speed vehicles or

golf carts driving around our communities. This trend is represented within the

communities of Ozona, Palm Harbor, and Crystal Beach. Those jurisdictions have

designated LSV or golf cart usage on county or municipal roads where the speed limit is

35 mph or less.

There are two types of LSV’s or golf carts. There are gasoline powered vehicles like our

parade golf cart at station 66 and there are battery powered vehicles like SR 67 at station

67 and SR 68 at station 68. These types of vehicles pose their own unique hazards.

Gasoline powered vehicles produce (CO2) carbon dioxide, (CO) carbon monoxide, and

other potentially harmful products. Not to mention the flammability of gasoline and

potential for its vapors to ignite or explode. Battery powered vehicles do not produce

any of the previously mentioned harmful products when they are running.

So, this leads us to believe that battery powered vehicles present with no real dangers.

Well, there is always dangers with operating a vehicle on roadways and the potential for

crashes and the potential for the injuries because of those crashes. I  believe the greatest

danger from battery powered vehicles is when they are not in use. How can they be

dangerous if there not being used? 

Let us start with the bank of batteries, no fewer then 2, and up to 6, that provide

electrical power that drive these vehicles. The batteries are the heart of the hazard. A

battery charger is plugged in to recharge the batteries. Hopefully, the battery charger is

a newer version, or is manufactured for the vehicle it is charging, because they have

automatic shutoffs or will only trickle charge the batteries as needed. The problem starts

with battery chargers that are cheaper generic versions or are not manufactured for the

vehicle it is charging. This causes the batteries to be overcharged and become

overheated. This produces the HAZARD, hydrogen gas is produced from the overcharging

and overheating of the batteries. If the vehicles are under roof within the home, the

hydrogen gas can spread throughout the home.

Hydrogen gas is a colorless, odorless, and highly flammable. So, you have a double

jeopardy situation, if the hydrogen gas does not cause asphyxiation, the fire will most

certainly finish you off! How can we combat this New Trend causing New Hazards? One

important note is hydrogen gas is detectable by a Carbon Monoxide (CO) detector when it

reaches 300 ppm. Second important note is hydrogen gas is flammable range is 4% - 7%.

So let us make sure we are educating our community on the need for installing Carbon

Monoxide (CO) detectors throughout our homes and make sure the vehicle charging area

is properly ventilated. Please pass this forward.

  F i r e  Mar s h a l  Bi l l

FIRE MARSHAL
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As I look back over the years and see the growth of Palm

Harbor Fire Rescue, I  am proud to have served with a great

department. Today, there are many who are new to the

department. You have the opportunity of a lifetime. Not only

do you have the best job in the world, but you are blessed to

be with one of the best fire departments in the USA and to

be able to provide for your family. Such blessing does not

always come easy. You have put the time and effort into

becoming the best of the best. As your chaplain, I  am proud

of each of you. 

You are firefighters and paramedics; you are strong and

courageous. However, please don’t be too strong and so

courageous, that if something is bothering you that you

don’t seek help. You don’t have to struggle alone. There are

people who care about you. I  am one of them. Call me. Lean

on me. Talk to me. There is help. I  am so humble to serve as

your chaplain. I  count it an honor that you would put your

trust in me. 

To our newcomers, welcome to the team! You have a great

career ahead of you. Blessings to each of you. Please know

that I  am here for you. 

As we move forward in 2022, I  challenge you to lookout for

your fellow brother or sister firefighter. As we so often back

each other up on the hose lines, lets back one another up in

our social and emotional lives too.

CHAPLAIN'S CORNER

by: Chaplain Milton Smith

 If  someone isn’t acting like themselves, ask

the question, are you okay? This simple

conversation might be all that is needed, or it

could be the beginning of getting them help.

We are our brothers and sisters’ keepers. 

Stay safe and be blessed,

    Milton Smith

"You are
firefighters and

paramedics;
you are strong

and
courageous."
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I  would like to start by saying thank you! No matter

what, “thank you” will never be enough for the

support that my family and I have received from PHFR

and its members. With that being said I’d like to share

an overview of my progress. For those of you who

don’t know I sustained multiple fractures in the

accident on September 22, 2021. I  had a left mid-shaft

humorous fracture that was repaired with a rod and

screws. The rod was placed through my rotator cuff,

so my physical therapy has included rehabbing my

shoulder as well. My left leg, on the other hand,

sustained multiple fractures including two fractures

to my left tibia, two fractures to my left fibula, and

multiple fractures of my left ankle.

 My first surgery entailed a rod and screws in my tibia

along with a plate, screws, and pins in the ankle. The

fibula was not and will not be repaired. Fun fact: the

fibula is considered a non-weightbearing bone and

only holds about 10-15% of your body weight, so it

will be left to heal on its own. About seven weeks in a

second surgery was performed on my ankle in which

another plate and two more screws were placed. This

was not because there was anything wrong with the

first surgery, rather it was to prevent possible future

issues.

As for physical therapy, I  began PT in the trauma ICU on

day four. When I was released, I  continued physical

therapy at home for the following fifteen or so weeks.

During that time, I  was unable to bear any weight on my

left leg. On January 14, 2022, I  was released to drive, go

to outpatient physical therapy, and return to light duty

with limited hours. The surgeon also released me to put

10-15 pounds of pressure on my left leg. This has allowed

me to become slightly more self-sufficient, albeit slow. 

While this process has been challenging it has continued

to move in the right direction from day one. Even on the

days of disappointment things continue to move forward,

even if it is slower than I would like. Until my next

follow-up that is all I  have. I  will be downstairs three

days a week so feel free to come say hi! 

Be safe and take care of each other! 

#LtWhiteStrong

b y  L t .  A s h l e y  W h i t e

A  F E W  U P D A T E S



It has been a long road with the building project, but we are now back on track and moving forward. The District has

purchased a new property, which will now give us a presence on Alternate 19. The building committee is wrapping up Phase

1, the Schematic Design phase. During this section of the project, the committee worked hard at finalizing the initial floor

plan and layout of the building. Phase 1 is around 98% complete, and then we will move into phase 2 of the project. 

This phase is called the Design Development phase. This stage will require the committee to work closely with the architect

to select building materials and systems and refine enhanced functional responses. This process is expected to take 90 days

to complete, and then the Construction Documents phase will begin, where the construction drawings and specifications for

the building are finished.  

We will continue to provide updates on the project in future newsletters, but if you have any questions about the project's

status, please do not hesitate to ask any of the building committee members or myself.  
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S t a t i o n  6 8  U p d a t e

by: Deputy Chief Breuer

Welcome New Hires

Let's welcome our new Firefighters! Congratulations to

Brendan McGonagle, Joshua Cortes, and Andres Aguilar.

Firefighter McGonagle comes to us with two years of

experience from Oldsmar FD and Firefighter Aguilar has two

years of experience from Pinellas Park FD. Firefighter Cortes

is beginning his career with us and recently started

paramedic school. Welcome to Palm Harbor Fire Rescue!

 

by: Liz Graham
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November & December 
2021 Responses
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